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The emergence of statistical machine translation as a

tool frequently used in translation projects creates

new tasks for translators, who may need to work with

new information systems. Translators will need a

strong grasp of the following phases of SMT

translation processes: documentation, preparing

resources for machine translation, system training,

text pre-editing, machine translation, post-editing and

providing feedback for the system. Additionally,

translators must have the right skills to manage these

corpus-based systems and the appropriate language-

pair engines for each translation assignment.

 Analyse the flow of MT+PE work in the professional

translation sector in Spain. Describe its use and

scope through a field study. 

Set up our own MT system. 

Empirically compare the phases and tasks used in

CAT with those used in MT.

 Analyse how translators' actions on MT engines

affect the quality of the translated text.

Develop guidelines for professional translators to

take charge of implementing MT translation projects.

Details

Intro Objectives

Contact

The challenge for universities is to train translators so

they can complete all tasks below:
Challenge

(1) to make translators aware that statistical machine

translation and postediting create a new role and new

possibilities; (2) to invite translation companies to contribute

to the research project; (3) to facilitate networking with

translation researchers interested in these new challenges for

universities.
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